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Craemer presents load carrier with particularly stable construction 
 

Extremely Durable: The SB3 Pallet Box  
 
Plastic pallet boxes are the ideal solution for storing and transporting products 
and bulk goods of all kinds – provided the containers are robust, stackable, 
easy to transport and easy to clean. The SB3 pallet box from Craemer meets 
these requirements and more. Its single-mould production and a particularly 
stable construction also make it extremely durable.   
 
The Craemer pallet box SB3 is made of high-quality, food-safe polyethylene and is 
available in industrial dimensions (1,200 x 1,000 millimetres). The 790 millimetres 
high container has a capacity of 610 litres and a payload of 1,543 pounds. The SB3 
is optionally available in a closed or perforated version, with three runners or nine 
feet. Depending on the version, it weighs 39 or 42.5 kilograms.  
 
Numerous advantages in daily use  
 
Thanks to its ingenious design, the one-piece, injection moulded SB3 offers 
numerous advantages in day-to-day use. The particularly stable runner or foot 
connection ensures extreme resistance and, with the former version, secure lift-tilt 
emptying by a rotating forklift. Additional ribs on the outer walls provide increased 
impact protection against forklift tines, while the all-round stacking level in the upper 
and lower edge make the container compatible with a large number of other 
containers. The seamless construction and the smooth inner surfaces enable easy 
emptying, easy cleaning and good drying properties. The vents of the perforated 
version are chamfered on the inside to protect sensitive goods. The SB3 is 
temperature-resistant from -22°F and 104°F, briefly up to 194°F. 
 
Optional equipment 
 
The SB3 pallet box from Craemer is optionally available with two closed or open 
drain ports. The integrated 1-inch or 2-inch thread and a drilling mark make it easier 
to open the holes later if necessary. Two transponder brackets enable retrofitting with 
RFID tags, and printing fields offer space for an individual logo, lettering or 
numbering. The SB3 is rounded off by a custom-fit lid, which is available as 
additional equipment.  
 
Craemer Group at IPPE 
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The Craemer Group with headquarters in Germany is one of the world's leading 
manufacturers of durable logistics solutions and boasts over 60 years of experience 
in plastics processing. The portfolio includes plastic pallets for a wide variety of 
requirements and a wide range of transport and storage containers, from stacking 
boxes, round containers and tubs to pallet boxes. All Craemer products feature tried 
and tested quality and are made from high-quality polyethylene that meets the 
strictest requirements. Craemer will be presenting its SB3 and other pallet box 
models at IPPE (January 24 - 26, 2023) in Atlanta in hall BC, booth BC9951. 
 
www.craemer.com 
 
 
PHOTOS AND CAPTIONS: 
 

 
 
Photo 1 
The SB3 pallet box is optionally available in a closed or perforated version, with 
three runners or nine feet. Photo: Craemer Group 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Photo 2 
The particularly stable runner connection of the one-piece, injection moulded SB3 
pallet box ensures extreme resistance. Photo: Craemer Group 
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Photo 3 
The all-round stacking level makes the SB3 pallet box compatible with a large 
number of other containers. Photo: Craemer Group 
 


